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Motivation

We all know the advantages that LIBS brings to an elemental analytical 
analysis…specifically speed and autonomous classification.

ECORE drill core scanner, by Elemission SHREDDERSORT, by Lenz Instruments



Motivation

A similar analysis of specimens for the detection and identification of 
pathogenic bacteria is badly needed.

 Current “standard” methods of diagnosis takes 1-3 days

Composite coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of sepsis. 
(Steve Gschmeissner/ Science Photo Library)

Delaying the 
initiation of 
appropriate
antibiotic 
therapy can 
lead to:

Worsening patient outcomes, 
including death (sepsis, 
meningitis) 

Increased expense due to 
treatment time, hospitalization 
(hospital-acquired infections)

Overuse/abuse of broad-spectrum 
antibiotics leading to antibiotic resistant 
strains (MRSA)

https://www.airius.bg/all-resources/how-can-medical-settings-
reduce-the-risk-of-mrsa-transmission-with-airius-pureair/



The idea to use LIBS on medical specimens is very reasonable:

Biomedical / Medical Applications

Analysis of Biofluids
Biomarkers in fluid specimens

With a combination of appropriate substrate and 
algorithm, melanoma biomarkers in blood showed 
discrimination between healthy and diseased mice 
with accuracy up to 96%, but direct analysis of LIBS 
spectra did not provide any conclusive results. 
(Gaudiuso et al. 2018)

Multi-element micro- and nanoparticles labelling 
approach an attractive alternative (Markushin et 
al. 2012)

Chen et al., 2018

serum on filter

Markushin et al., 2012

CA125 ovarian cancer biomarker detected at 
the level of 10  U/mL  (estimated  LOD ~ 1 
U/mL)

1 U or IU is defined as the enzyme quantity that liberates 1 microgram or micromole of product 
per ml of the reaction mixture per minute 



The idea to use LIBS on medical specimens is very reasonable:

Biomedical / Medical Applications

Analysis of Tissues
Tissues

Higher concentrations of major and trace elements 
such as Mg, Fe, Ca, Na, and K in the neoplastic 
tissues.

Unfortunately a lot of work done ex vivo and in 
less-than-realistic experiments (caution)!

Our next speaker:

The imaging of biotic elements (Mg, Ca, Na, and K) 
provides the elemental distribution within the 
tissue. 

The elemental images were correlated with the 
tumor progression and its margins, as well as with 
the difference between healthy and tumorous 
tissues

Histological sections

Imaging margins of skin tumors using laser-induced breakdown 
spectroscopy and machine learning, Kiss et al., J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 
2021, 36, 909-916



Bacteria

2005-2011

Can all-optical technique of 
LIBS really identify bacteria in 
under a second?

LIBS spectral fingerprint is:
growth-medium independent

independent of state of growth (how “old” the bacteria 
are)

independent of whether the bacteria are live or dead (or 
inactivated by UV light)

obtainable even when other types of bacteria or 
contaminants are present (mixed samples)

obtainable from urine specimens

capable of strain discrimination

obtainable from about 500 bacteria



Bacteria

Can we translate this to be 
a convenient and easy-to-
use (for clinicians) test?

2011-2021



Future



What We Need



Our Approach



Our Approach
cap of centrifuge tube 
presses metal cone into 
filter paper

metal cone

centrifuge tube insertmetal cone

1.0 mm hole



Results

• E. coli deposited on filter paper with metal cone

• 569 LIBS spectra acquired across filter

Approximate location of 
where metal cone presses 
into filter paper

Intensity map depicting bacterial deposition on filter 
paper for bacteria deposited with metal cone

Discolouration due to 
presence of bacteria

Colour indicates bacterial LIBS intensity
 purple: no bacterial signal
 red: strong bacterial signal

LOD  5 500 CFU per laser ablation event



(a) Overhead schematic of the optical train used to direct
laser pulses to the target. (b) Schematic side view of laser
pulses emerging from the iris and directed to a target which is
mounted on a steel piece

Apparatus



Typical LIBS Bacteria Spectrum 
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E. coli
2 μs delay after plasma initiation
20 SCFH Argon environment 
Single 8 mJ laser pulse (1064 nm) 

Ar ~ from bath gas

15 Emission Line “Variable Down Selection”



Spring 2021

Bacteria Sensitivity Specificity Classification error

E.coli 60 % 79 % 31 %

S. epidermidis 64 % 91 % 23 %

E. cloacae 50 % 91 % 29 %

P. aeruginosa 66 % 94 % 20 %

M. smegmatis 65 % 82 % 27 %

Why are sterile 
specimens (no 
bacteria) non-zero?

Why is this zero? 
What can we do 
about it? 



To Reduce Background, Use Better Water

➔ Megohmic Water is consistent with filter
➔ Megohmic Water adds no extra background signal

(as opposed to DI Water)

Blank 
Filter

De-ionized 
Water on 
Filter

Megohmic
Water on 
Filter

Tap Water 
on Filter

Distilled 
Water on 
Filter



Water Studies (Bacterial Control)

PLS-DA: E. coli ⅕ vs. MO-Water PLS-DA: All E. coli concentrations vs. MO-Water

● Megohmic water allows for high discrimmination accuracy for all bacterial 
species we work with

● Megohmic water is indistinguishable from filter background



Averaging / Summation of Shots to Eliminate “Empty” Shots

Ca

Mg

C
• We need lots of data 

“shots” to build our 
chemometric model, but 
we only need ONE 
measurement per filter 
(patient sample)

• We can sum all the spectra 
using the “add all” feature 
of the spectrometer. 

• Eliminates many “empty” 
spectra, but then data is 
very slow to accumulate 
and publish.



Using silver to amplify the LIBS spectrum: microparticles

Method for filter preparation
0.5 - 1 micron spherical silver 
(99.9%) powder:

Trace uniform spread (with custom 

chamber) approx. 1 – 50 ng deposited

Surface coverage density rate 2.6 x 
10-8 µg/µm2·s

110 pg of Ag ablated per shot

Silver on filter
Silver on filter 
under bacteria



Using silver to amplify the LIBS spectrum: Ag sputtered filters

Method for filter preparation
• 99.9% pure Ag foil on 

rotating target

• 1064 nm pulsed laser 
sputtering (approx. 60 mJ / 
pulse)

• Vacuum environment

• Blank filters places in 
various geometries around 
sputtering source

• Sputtering time variable (20 
s – 12 min)



Using silver to amplify the LIBS spectrum: Ag sputtered filters

The x-axis is the sum of all Ag lines and the y is 
sum of all lines other than silver excluding 
carbon. 

Enterobacter on 
blank filter

Enterobacter on 15 
min Ag filter

Ag lines

Ag lines

Bacteria 
lines

Bacteria 
lines

Carbon 
(filter)

• Plasma temperature is increased.
• Enhancement was not observed until 15 

min deposition time. 
• 20 min gave the same amount of 

enhancement as 15 min.

Ca422
(neutral)

Mg285
(neutral)

Mg II
(ions)

• Bacterial lines strongly correlate with Ag 
lines

• But they are not enhanced relative to use 
of “blank filter” (purple)

No silver

20 min

15 min

2 min



Ca422

Mg285

Intensity is enhanced for all lines except C247, 
which is the same, and Mg 285 and Ca422 which are 
lower because they are neutrals. This proves that 
our plasma temperature is increased.
Enhancement was not observed until 15 min 
deposition time. 20 min gave the same amount of 
enhancement as 15 min

Mg279.5 Mg280.2



Silver Enhancement vs. TSP-C

The x-axis is the sum of all ag 
lines and the y is sum of all 
lines other than silver except 
for carbon. 



Using silver to amplify the LIBS spectrum: nanoparticles

White specks = Silver nanoparticles

Filter with 40s Ag, then Staphylococcus
deposited on top

Filter with 40s Ag

Sputter deposition in 
vacuum produces no 
nanoparticles.

LIBS on the sputter 
targets DOES 
produce 
nanoparticles.

Subsequent shots on 
areas coated with 
nanoparticles shows 
enhancement 
(NPELIBS).

Silver is present, but not visible



• We might get rid of carbon

Using silver to “boost” signals



• Investigating the removal of the C247 line from all analysis (most of all 
the carbon comes from the filter)
• Preliminary results show this will not significantly reduce sensitivity or 

specificity

We Are Also…

Includes carbon line and three bacteria classes

Sensitivity and Specificity results:

Carbon line excluded and three bacteria classes

Sensitivity and Specificity results:

All results obtained 
from analysis of 
previously-obtained 
data (not from filters)



• Investigating the use of ANN* to replace PLS-DA or DFA
• Most groups have shown improved performance when using SVM, ANN, or 

KNN as opposed to DFA, LDA, PLS-DA

• We need much more training data to properly develop this model (number of 
epochs, number of nodes in hidden layer, use of validation, batch size, etc.)

We Are Also…
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Average Classification Error of ANN vs. PLSDA vs. DFA
Using our previously obtained data (not 
on filter)
5 Class test
• Escherichia
• Enterobacter
• Staphylococcus
• Streptococcus
• Mycobacterium

*Built an artificial neural network (ANN) in python 
using Keras which acts as an interface of Tensorflow
(open-source platform for machine learning)



• Using silver
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• We have a very flexible, rapid way to deposit bacteria on a testable 
disposable filter

• Use of ultra-pure water imporoves specificity

• The modification of filters with metallic silver shows promise

• The removal of carbon from the elemental analysis may improve 
performance

• The use of ANN may improve performance

• We are now beginning to test blood and urine clinical specimens 
obtained from our clinical colloarborators at Windsor Regaion
hospital.

Conclusion



Thanks To



Thanks To



The Scatter in the Data

Staph

Staph with Tween

Staph

filter

“rim” of cone
deposition

“rim” of cone
deposition

Staph with Tween

filter

Staph

Staph with Tween



Effect of Adding Spectra

Ca

Mg

C

20



Method 4

Foam swab Flocked swab

Cannot shoot right on the swab 

• Far too irregular (almost no plasma)

• Cells not concentrated



Method 4

Foam swab Flocked swab

Cannot shoot right on the swab 
• Far too irregular (almost no plasma)
• Cells not concentrated


